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Optimal control maps for fuel efficiency and
emissions reduction in maritime diesel engines
Abstract: The paper introduces an advanced mod-
elling method and optimisation algorithm, by which
ship diesel engines control parameters can be effectively
designed. The fuel consumtion is minimised while at
the same time fulfilling the NOx emission constraints.
The problem is non-trivial: the methodology introduced
proves efficient, is fair and fulfils the regulations set by
the International Maritime Organisation.
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1 Introduction
Oceangoing ships are the largest single cause of nitrogen
oxides (NOx) emissions globally, and NOx is generally
a major air pollutant in the atmosphere. Most of these
emissions are released near the land, which causes a ma-
jor pollutation problem and health risk to the people. It
has been reported that outdoor air pollutation caused
about three million premature deaths globally in 2010.
Since ship transportation is constantly increasing, it is
easy to understand that the International Maritime Or-
ganization (IMO) is setting more and more stringent re-
strictions to ship emissions [1]. Large tankers are major
pollutants driven by diesel engines. Even if the number
of diesel engines in automobile industry is foreseen to
decrease fast in the future, such a trend cannot be fore-
seen for maritime engines, because replacement of large
diesel engines as power source in maritime applications
seems to be a hopeless task for several decennia to come.

The engine manufacturers are interested in devel-
oping more and more efficient engines with increasing
efficiency, reduced fuel consumption and redured emis-
sions. Unfortunately, considerable efficiency increase is
already hard to establish, and reducing fuel consump-
tion generally implies higher NOx emissions and vice
versa. Because of this, IMO has set regulations (Tier
II and Tier III) that set limits to NOx emissions in

some operation points (speed and load) of the ship.
However, only a few operation points have been set,
which means that it is unclear how the ship emissions
should be controlled over the whole operation range.
Even worse, the current regulations give a possibility to
“cheat” by setting the emissions low at the given oper-
ation points (high fuel consumption) but use all effort
to save fuel in other operation points (high NOx emis-
sions). The paper presents a method, where the Design
of Experiments (DOE) method is used to model the fuel
consumption and NOx emission at any given operation
point. It then becomes possible to construct smooth
functions to cover all operation points of the ship en-
gine. At any operation point an optimization problem
can be set and solved, where the fuel consumption is
minimized under a given constraint of maximum NOx
emission. The solution gives certain control parameters
of the ship (common rail pressure, charge air pressure,
start of ignition timing), which are to be used in the
operation point in question for optimal performance. It
now becomes possible to compare the fuel consumption
and emission level under standard routes travelled by
the ship. In addition to that it becomes possible to con-
struct optimal operation parameters and allowed NOx
levels under a large number of operation points, thus
giving advice to IMO how te future regulations could
be stated, in order to cover all operational areas and
to avoid all possibility to cheat. The results of the pa-
per have been obtained and confirmed using real diesel
engine data from large engine manufacturers.

2 Research objectives
The fuel consumption and emissions of a diesel engine
can be affected by a set of input parameters, which can
be set and controlled before and sometimes even during
a cruise. In this section key parameters are presented
and their influence on the break specific fuel consump-
tion (BSFC) and nitrogen-oxide (NOx) emissions are
studied. Specifications by the International Maritime
Organisation are shortly presented and later in Section
3 the Design of Experiments method is described as a
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means to model the BSFC and NOx in a given operation
point as a function of key operation parameters.

2.1 Key parameters of the engine

The intake pressure PI , the common rail pressure PCR

and the start of injection SoI are considered to have a
major effect on BSFC and NOx. Their effect is highly
dependent on the operation point of the engine (speed
and load), [2], [3]. The fuel consumption, here BSFC is
defined by the fuel flow per the produced work [kWh].
The emissions, here specifically NOx emissions are mea-
sured by the amount per produced work [g/kWh].

High intake pressure (boost pressure) has a major
effect on engine performance. It leads to efficient com-
bustion of the air/fuel mixture with reduced exhaust
emissions of unburned fuel. At the same time however
the amount of CO2 and NOx emissions can increase [4].

Common rail pressure affects the fuel spray into
the cylinders and therefore has an impact on the ig-
nition quality. High pressure reduces the amount of
smoke but at the same time increases NOx emissions.
Moreover, there is a big relationship between high com-
mon rail pressure and engine load: under heavy load
high pressure is beneficial, but the NOx emission is in-
creased. Under light load the fuel consumption (BSFC)
increases.

The start of ignition (SOI) means the time at which
fuel is injected into the cylinder to start the combustion
process. It is measured as the crankshaft angle reaching
the top dead center. Nowadays the heat release process
is a major concept in the development of combustion
engines in order to optimise fuel saving and emission
reductions. Therefore the ignition process and specifi-
cally the (SOI) is particularly important.

Static maps are used to determine the control vari-
ables of the engine. The operation point (speed, load)
pay a key role, because the optimal parameters are a
nonlinear function of them. In Fig. 1 it is shown how
the setpoints in engine control are set by the maps.

2.2 Emission reduction targets

The International Maritime Organisation (IMO) sets
regulations for the allowed emissions of ships [5]. An
example is given in Fig. 2.

According to Tier II conditions at the operation
speed 1000 rpm the NOx emission can be at most 9
g/kWh calculated over the whole trip. For practical use

Fig. 1. Static maps to determine the control setpoints for in-
take (Boost) pressure, common rail pressure and (indirectly) fuel
consumption. VGT=variable geometry turbocharger, HP=high
pressure pump

Fig. 2. NOx emission limits under TierI, II and III

the requirement can be extended by defining the oper-
ation point as (speed, load) and by giving weights re-
lated to the time that a ship travels at a given load. For
example, consider Fig. 3 where the ship is assumed to
travel at a constant speed but with varying loads. The
weights represent the assumed time fraction of the total
trip that the ship travels under the load given in the
table.

Fig. 3. Setpoints with different weights

If theNOx emissions corresponding to the operation
points in the table are n4, n3, n2 and n1, respectively,
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the hard constraint for the emissions during the cruise
is

(0.15 ∗ n1 + 0.15 ∗ n2 + 0.5 ∗ n3 + 0.2 ∗ n4) < 9 g/ kWh
(1)

It is important to realize that the IMO regulations
are fulfilled as long as (1) is fulfilled. In other words
there is no maximum value of NOx emissions at any
specific load. Under the contemporary regulations this
gives a possibility to "cheat" by allowing high emissions
on loads, under which the ship is normally not run. Also,
minimizing the emissions at the load points 25%, 50%,
75%, 100% gives clearly an acceptable running policy,
which unfortunately gives the possibility to high emis-
sions (with good savings in fuel use) in "intermediate"
loads.

It is clear that the design of optimal engine parame-
ters to be used during a cruise of a ship must be designed
such that both fuel use and emissions are set to minimal
values, however such that the constraints on emissions
at all loads are fair (no "cheating").

3 Modelling by the design of
experiments

In order to design the optimal control policy as function
of the operation point of the ship the model for fuel us-
age (BSFC, break specific fuel consumption) and NOx

emissions is needed. To construct these models with as
small number of measurements the method (Design of
Experiments, DOE) was used. For the theory of DOE
see e.g. [6]. The coded response variables are BSFC

and NOx and the coded factors boost (intake) pressure
x1, common rail (CR) fuel pressure x2 and start of ig-
nition (SoI) x3. The experiments are typically run at
500 rpm speed intervals at 8-16 load points. The idea
is to use statistically relevant experiments to construct
the relationship ot the output function with the input
variables by using as small number as experiments as
possible. In the current case the Box-Behnken design
method with 15 experiments at each setpoint was used
[4]. See Figs. 4 and 5. Each variable has been given three
values denored as -1, 0 and +1 and experimental runs
are done according to the Box-Behnken table.

The maps of the coded variables are obtained as a
function of setpoint, see Figs. 6, 7, 8.

After the test runs have been done, least squares
method is used at each setpoint to determine the coef-

Fig. 4. Choosing the coded factors in the design of experiments

Fig. 5. Factor intervals (example data only)

ficients in

BSFC = a0 + a1P1 + a2PCR + a3SoI

+a12P1PCR + a13P1SoI + a23PCRSoI

+a11P
2
1 + a22P

2
CR + a33SoI

2
(2)

[

NOx = b0 + b1P1 + b2PCR + b3SoI

+b12P1PCR + b13P1SoI + b23PCRSoI

+b11P
2
1 + b22P

2
CR + b33SoI

2
(3)

where the values for BSFC and NOx were obtained
by measurements from a real engine.

Note that the models with one set of parameters ai,
bi are valid in one operation point only. Also note that
the variables P1, PCR and SoI are always restricted by
lower and upper limits

P1l ≤ P1 ≤ P1u

PCRl ≤ PCR ≤ PCRu

SoIl ≤ SoI ≤ SoIu

It would now be possible to consider the table E2 of
IMO regulations, Fig. 3, and take the 4 operation points
N1 (100, 25), N2 (100, 50), N3 (100, 75), N4 (100, 25) to
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Fig. 6. Intake pressure variation and limits

Fig. 7. Common rail variation and limits

calculate the optimal operational parameters by solving
for all i

minBSFC(i)

s.t NOx(i) < α

P1l ≤ P1(i) ≤ P1u

PCRl ≤ PCR(i) ≤ PCRu

SoIl ≤ SoI(i) ≤ SoIu

(4)

where α is the limit 9 g/kWh. However, acting like
this would probably lead to a result that NOx levels
would be exremely high for other operation points than
those four ones selected in the E2 table (to minimise
BSFC). That would not be fair and it would be "cheat-
ing", although it would formally satisfy the IMO regula-
tions. To solve this problem, more advanced algorithms
are needed.

Optimization problems like in (4) can be solved nu-
merically by e.g. the Sequential Quadratic Program-
ming (SQP) algorithm. There the nonlinear problem is
at each iteration embedded into a Quadratic Program-

Fig. 8. Start of Ignition variation and limits

ming subproblem in order to form the new iteration of
the solution vector [7].

4 Optimisation by including
weights and the cruise profile

Consider Fig. 9 which gives a load distribution over a

Fig. 9. Cruise characteristics (invented data)

whole cruise of a ship. It is possible to minimize the fuel
consumption during the whole cruise while fulfilling the
NOx constraints as follows.
– Choose 4 random points n1, n2, n3, n4 for admissi-

ble values in (3)
– Set the points as a candidate for the NOx curve as

in Fig. 10.
– Check that the constraint (1) is fulfilled. If not, pick

new values for n1, n2, n3 and n4 .
– Interpolate by piecewise approximation for all load

vs. NOx data αi available from measurements, as
in Fig. 11.
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– Minimise the fuel consumtion by

minBSFC(i)

NOx(i) < α(i)

where α(i) is obtained from the piecewise linear
NOx curve.

– Pick new values for n1, n2, n3 and n4 and start
again from the first step. After a desired number
of trials the NOx curve is chosen, which gives the
minimum fuel consumption.

Note that the amount of iterations can be quite large. If
three values for the intake pressure, three values for the
common rail pressure and three values for the ignition
time are chosen, each ni:s has 27 possible values, and the
whole grid of ni has 274 possible values. Some of these
are not admissible in that they do not fulfil the IMO E2
constraint, but anyway the search space is large.

The algorithm calculates 12 optimal engine parame-
ters (intake pressure, common rail pressure and ignition
time at 4 operation points). The E2 weighting quar-
antees that the IMO regulation is fulfilled (hard con-
straint).

The figure 10 shows the resulting NOx curve. The
’circled’ points correspond to the loads 25%, 50%, 75%
and 100%. The curve fulfills the IMO regulations by
construction (optimisation constraint) and by a piece-
wise linear interpolation it gives a reasonable target for
allowable emissions at each load. See Fig. 11 for an ex-
ample.

Fig. 10. NOx limits

The final objective function is the estimated fuel
consumption over the whole cruise (e.g. Fig. 9) under
assumption of a load profile and a fixed NOx curve.
The parameters obtained by searching over different
load profiles are then used to apply over a real cruise,
and total fuel savings can be evaluated. In Fig. 12 an

Fig. 11. NOx limits at interpolated load points

interpolated curve has been presented, where 8 opera-
tion points have been used during a given cruise. The
corresponding estimated engine fuel use in a year was
to be 576 tons, when nominal operation leads were 607
tons of fuel usage. The saving is approximately 5%.

Fig. 12. Interpolated optimal bsfc values at based on eight opera-
tion points

5 Conclusion
The paper has discussed a systematic method to opti-
mise engine control parameters of a ship diesel engine,
with the goal to minimise fuel consumption but fulfill-
ing the NOx constraints set by the IMO. These regula-
tions have so far been given in a way that gives room
to interpretations and even possibility to unfair design,
where NOx emissions are only minimised where abso-
lutely necessary. The paper introduces an advanced al-
gorithm, which actually sets a NOx curve that can be
used in minimising the fuel consumption with constraint
on any operation point. It is believed that the method
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can be used for general greenhouse gas emissions also
(not only NOx). Also, the design gives valuable infor-
mation on the Tier regulations as such, specifically on
how they should be considered over a whole cruise of a
ship. It goes without saying that the optimization ap-
proach presented in the paper can lead to extremely
useful improvements technically, economically and from
the environmental viewpoint.

In spite of the fact that the results are promising,
the method and algorithms are still under investigation.
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